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T

his has truly been a year of great strides
forward at the Montreal Holocaust Museum.
Our new name (we were formerly the Montreal
Holocaust Memorial Centre) immediately
informs the public that we are open for them, as a
museum. We are the only government recognised
Holocaust museum in Canada and as such, we
are increasingly playing a leadership role across
the country. Our mandates of education and
commemoration remain unchanged. We believe
that renaming and rebranding, and a dynamic,
content driven website (museeholocauste.ca),
will help us attain our objective of reaching more
people, at a time when our message and work are
ever more relevant.

For the first time, in August 2016, we received
recognition from the Quebec government as a
museum worthy of ongoing financial support for
operations. We have been on a waiting list with 72
museum institutions since 2001. We are one of
only six new museums to have received funding
through the Programme d’aide au fonctionnement
des institutions muséales , for three years!
We completed our remarkable oral history
project this year. 1,250 Canadian Holocaust
survivor testimonies from across the country are
now preserved in perpetuity at the USC Shoah
Foundation. Collections previously in peril and
uncatalogued are now available to the world. We
led this project, in partnership with the Toronto
Neuberger Holocaust Education Centre and
the USC Shoah Foundation, and Canadian
collection holders. We also developed exciting
new tools to help teachers, their students and
the general public understand the relevance of
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this legacy, which tells a Canadian story. They are
available at holocaustlifestories.ca and through
the Museum in digital and hard copies. We owe
thanks for the success of this initiative in part to
support from the Government of Canada and the
Azrieli Foundation, the Paula Nussbaum Family,
POWER Corporation of Canada, Janette and
Michael Diamond and the Asper Foundation.
Our educational tools are ever more popular,
downloaded over 68,000 times this year, and our
training and support for teachers is unwavering
and growing. We are conducting research to better
evaluate our programs and respond to their needs.
Survivor testimony remains an essential part of
our educational offer. Over 13,000 Montrealers
and Quebecers benefited from hearing the human
story this year.
Through Quebec Government support, we have
expanded access to our unique Museum collection
for researchers, museum professionals and the
general public, and developed a smartphone app.
A new traveling exhibit, And in 1948, I came to
Canada: The Holocaust in Six Dates, has joined
the exhibit on Genocide, developed in 2016. Both
are in great demand across Quebec and Canada.
Lastly, in this Federation CJA centennial year,
we would like to mention our pride in being part
of the Federation family. We appreciate the
essential nature of Federation’s ongoing funding
and support and the commitment to assuring
that Holocaust remembrance and education,
and relevant human rights initiatives, reach all
Quebecers.
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THE MUSEUM AND ITS COLLECTION
A COLLECTION OF 12,410 OBJECTS

T

he Museum’s permanent exhibition aims
to present the lives of Jewish communities before, during, and after the Holocaust
through numerous artefacts, including 3D
objects, as well as photographs and textual
documents. Visitors are profoundly impacted by their Museum experience. The public is
sensitized and invited to reflect on genocide,
anitsemitism, racism, hate, and indifference
through the exhibition and the testimonies of
Holocaust survivors living in Montreal. Our
objective has been met, based on messages left in the guest book: “Nous n’oublierons
jamais ce que nous avons vu dans cette visite. Nous serons marqués à jamais” (We will
never forget what we saw during our visit.
We are forever touched) (17.11.2016), and “A
touching museum I will always remember.”
(21.06.2017).
The Museum was visited by 16,473 people
over the course of the 2016-2017 year, an increase of nearly 18%. Amongst these visitors,
5,146 followed a guided tour in English or
French given by one of our volunteers, 1,776
used our guided tour application available on
our iPads, and another 617 downloaded the
application on their personal devices (tablets,
smartphones, etc.).
We also saw an increase of 11% in school visits, with 9,957 students having visited the
museum this year. These students came from
246 schools: 42.5% from the Greater Montreal region, 40.4% from 12 of the 16 other

regions of Quebec, 11% from Ontario. American school groups accounted for 6%, mainly
from Vermont and New York, but some from
as far away as Florida.
N EW ACQUISITIONS
Throughout the 2016-2017 year, the Museum
welcomed 810 donations of photos and textual
documents, as well as 3D objects. This was
an exceptional year for our collection, in as
the number of items received nearly doubled
compared to last year. To date, the Museum
has 12,410 artefacts. Over 650 of them were
catalogued last year, thanks to the work of our
volunteers and a Young Canada Works grant.
MUSEUM LOANS
The Museum has granted 29 artefact
loans throughout the 2016-2017 year. The
Canadian Museum for Human Rights and the
Jewish Museum in Prague, Czech Republic,
are among the borrowing institutions. Loans
have also been made to the Musée de Société
de la Mémoire Vivante in Saint-Jean-PortJoli, MUSO (Musée de Société des Deux
Rives) in Salaberry-de-Valleyfield, and the
Musée régional de la Côte-Nord in Sept-Îles
to accompany the travelling exhibitions.

THE EXHIBITIONS
OVER 16,000 VISITORS IN 2016-2017

T

he outreach of our two travelling
exhibitions across Quebec was a highlight
of 2016-2017.

Against Genocide: Understand, Question,
Prevent and the new, Holocaust Life Stories ,
launched in February, 2017 appeal to a broad
public. They reached an ever growing number
of visitors, 8,176, for the 2016-2017 year.

Launched at Montreal City Hall in January
2016, United Against Genocide: Understand,
Question, Prevent , traveled to the Musée
Q UEBEC ’S DIGITAL CULTURAL PLAN
de la Mémoire vivante in Saint-Jean-PortThanks to Quebec’s Plan culturel numérique,
Joli, in the Chaudières Appalaches region of
the
Museum undertook exciting new projects
Quebec for the summer. The exhibition was
a big success, with 2,577 visitors, 167
of whom were children. The exhibition
“We will never forget what we saw during
then continued on to MUSO ( Musée de
our visit. We are forever touched”
Société des Deux Rives ) in Salaberryde-Valleyfield in Montérégie for the fall.
which enhanced its collection. 100 key
During this time, it was seen by 800 visitors,
objects are now displayed virtually, and each
including 39 children. The exhibition will start
highlights the story of the artefact and its
its Canada-wide tour this summer in Calgary
previous owner through mosaics. The Museum
at the end of August. The Museum team is
catalogued and displays these objects on
currently working on expanding the exhibition
Info-Muse, a database displaying Quebec
to include a section dedicated to genocide
museum collections. These artefacts are also
prevention.
featured on the Canadian database, Artefacts
The exhibition, And in 1948, I came to Canada:
Canada. Additionally, a second grant has
The Holocaust in Six Dates, also began touring
enabled us to adapt our app for smartphone
this year. Its first stop was the Musée regional
use, highlighting our collection and guiding
de la Côte-Nord in Sept-Îles, from January
individuals throughout the Museum!
to May. Some 576 visitors flocked to see
what Le Nord-côtier newspaper referred to
as “a relevant history lesson at the museum…”
Further travel planned for the summer,
includes a cross-Canadian journey to Prince
George, British Columbia.
In addition, our virtual exhibitions, United

ARTEFACT DONATIONS
810 ARTEFACT DONATIONS IN 2016-2017

T

he following are a few examples of artefacts that
have been added to the collection this year:

1. A safe conduct pass that helped Helen Baumberger,
liberated from the Peterswaldau concentration camp in
Poland, to return to her home town of Berechevo in the
Czech Republic. Donation by Judith Thot.
2. A suitcase that belonged to Polish army officer,
Nathan Cytryn. He became a prisoner early and spent
the remainder of the war in a concentration camp in
Germany. His wife and son died in the Warsaw ghetto
in 1942. In 1947, Cytryn joined part of his family in
Montreal, where he rebuilt his life. Donation by Caryn
Shacter.
3. Photograph of Marie Malachowski in a British army
uniform. After having worked as a nurse and a teacher in
Germany until 1939, Malachowski left for London, where
she had several different occupations before becoming
an officer. She worked with refugee organizations in
Europe and Canada, where she paid special attention to
children. Donation by Robert Seabourn.
4. Doll that Daisy Gross was given when she was only
two years old. Made by her nanny, this doll became her

sole connection to the life she had with her parents
before she was separated from them and in hiding.
The doll, named Toniška, became her only friend and
confidante. Donation by Daisy Gross.
5. White, linen tablecloth made of lace and embroidered
with red thread by Erika Voelcker and 49 other young
Jewish girls in the Boehmstift orphanage in Berlin. The
young girls wove the linen, cut the squares, embroidered
them, and made the lace. A teacher gave Erika the
tablecloth when she left the orphanage in 1927.
Donation by Karen Gunn.
6. Ania Lewkowicz’s Immigration card. Lewkowicz left a
displaced persons camp in Germany and immigrated to
Canada. According to her immigration card, she crossed
the ocean on the boat, Scythia, and arrived in Quebec
on November 14, 1948. Donation by Sarah Fogg.
7. Letter written by Paul Pinkus in June, 1944
announcing, to his parents residing in Montreal, his
upcoming marriage with Sabine
Boscowitz. Donation by Judi Borts.
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EDUCATION
OVER 68,000 DOWNLOADS OF OUR PEDAGOGICAL TOOLS

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
This year, the Museum once again played a major
role in Holocaust education in Quebec, North
America, and Europe.
Our educational tools have been downloaded
more than 68,000 times, a 23.6% increase
from last year. Our new website is complete with
interactive tools that will facilitate the teaching
of the Holocaust in class. Furthermore, we
have created and placed two new educational
resources online based on testimonies of
Holocaust survivors living in Canada.

develops historical thinking and their capacity to
understand the consequences of the Holocaust
on people’s lives. The site offers opportunities
to the general public to learn more about this
genocide through the testimonies of Canadian
survivors.
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
TEACHERS

AND

SUPPORT

FOR

In September, 2016, an adapted guided visit was
offered to history teachers, the majority of whom
had never visited the museum or used our tools.
Throughout the year, the Museum supported
teachers by helping them with their Holocaust
education projects.

The ﬁrst, La libération de Buchenwald: un
événement, plusieurs perspectives, developed by
the MHM for the USC Shoah Foundation,
15 Canadian teachers took part in a training program
is the only educational activity offered in
at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum,
French on the iWitness website. This activity
provides an interactive understanding the
thanks to the generous support of donors.
history of the liberation of Nazi camps.
By analyzing testimonies, photos, and archival
CONFERENCES
documents, students learn about the importance
The Museum is internationally recognised for its
of different perspectives to better grasp historical
expertise. It was invited to present at a conference
events.
at Loughborough University in the United
Kingdom in July, 2016 on Holocaust education
The second resource is the new Holocaust Life
Stories website. The MHM produced this website
in primary schools. Staff also presented on the
as part of a Canada-wide project. It provides
use of artefacts and video as mediation tools in
Canadian elementary and secondary school
Holocaust history education at the Association
teachers with tools that enable teaching about
francophone pour le savoir conference. The
the history of the Holocaust, and promotes interMuseum offered a seminar on the history of the
Holocaust for the general public and workshops
generational and pan-Canadian comprehension.
The site allows students to explore the journeys
to nine classes (233 students) in Sept-Iles,
Quebec.
of Holocaust survivors in an interactive way,

EVENTS & COMMUNICATIONS
47 EVENTS ATTENDED BY OVER 6,000 PEOPLE

A YEAR OF RENEWAL AND C HANGE

S AME MISSION, NEW LOOK, NEW WEBSITE!

Throughout the 2016-2017 year, the Museum
organized 47 events appealing to diverse
audiences. They were attended by more than
6,000 people. Our new programming format
is a success! With the goal of increasing public
attendance at our events, we now launch our
programs in the fall and spring, each season
focusing on a central theme. The first theme,
“What is Resistance?” was launched on
September 12, 2016.

We have created a new, refreshing brand
identity! We have developed a "brandbook",
the appearance of our communication tools
has been modernized, and our name and logo
have changed.

New seasonal programming launched!
Our impactful activities during the year include
a tribute to Élie Wiesel, on July 5, 2016 at the
Beth Israel Beth Aaron Synagogue, with 180
people participating, the Commemoration
of the Roma Genocide on August 2 and
the launch of the theme "Resistance" with
historian Michael Berenbaum. On September
29, the Museum organized a launch to mark
the addition of 1,250 survivor testimonies
and creation of the Canadian Collection at
the USC Shoah Foundation Visual History
Archives. We also participated in the
launch at Toronto’s Neuberger Centre. On
International Holocaust Remembrance Day,
we presented the movie, Denial , along with
a discussion with historian and architect,
Robert Jan van Pelt.

Our new website highlights our digital
progress and new image. It contributes to the
Museum’s worldwide reputation in a dynamic,
interactive, and a user-friendly way! As the
central platform for our online activities,
it also reflects who we are: a key Canadian
pedagogical resource for Holocaust
history and human rights education.
It headlines our events, and offers a
glimpse into our collections of survivor
testimonies and artefacts. Visitors can easily
contact us, research our collections, and learn
about the Holocaust.
Our online visitors’ experience has been
dramatically improved, contributing to the
growing number of followers and subscribers
to our social media accounts this year.

COMMUNICATIONS
OUR ONLINE PLATFORMS IN NUMBERS

M EDIA COVERAGE HIGHLIGHTS
Our new travelling exhibition, And in 1948, I
came to Canada: The Holocaust in Six Dates
was an immediate success after its launch at
the Musée régional de la Côte-Nord . Local
media interest was considerable. In January,
two episodes of Radio-Canada’s 15/18 radio
show were recorded in the museum and
broadcast in January 2017. In July 2016, CTV
News reporter Derek Conlon interviewed

Alice Herscovitch regarding the events
honouring Elie Wiesel. Eva Kuper, a survivor
speaker, was featured on the front page of
the Montreal Gazette to highlight her story
and the work of the Museum, in honour of
Yom Hashoah in April 2017. The Museum
was featured in the media a total of 72 times
between April 1, 2016 and March 31, 2017.
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COMMEMORATION
REMEMBERING AND HONOURING THE VICTIMS

T

hrough commemoration, the Montreal
Holocaust Museum assures that we
perpetuate the memory of the victims, as it is
passed on from generation to generation, and
that we honour Holocaust survivors.
The annual Kristallnacht commemoration was
held in the Gelber Centre and took the form
of a Cantata, consisting of readings in English
and French by both survivors and members

Over 1,633 people attended
commemorative events
of the 2nd, 3rd and even 4th generation. The
readings were interspersed with Yiddish and
Hebrew songs performed by the Bialik High
School Choir. A short testimony video of the
late Ursula Feist, a survivor and Kristallnacht
witness, was screened. Mrs. Feist’s son
and grandson lit a candle, highlighting the
transmission of memory and the multiple
generations involved in this commemoration.
The theme of this year’s Yom Hashoah
commemoration was “Reflections on the
Holocaust — Carrying on the Legacy.”
Through video testimony, six Holocaust
survivors recalled their experiences. These can
be found on the Museum’s YouTube portal.
Montreal mayor, Denis Coderre attended the
commemoration and addressed the audience
of 1,200 people. Speaking in both French

and English, he stressed the importance of
remembering the Holocaust and fighting
discrimination and hatred. Testimonies were
accompanied by songs performed by the
Grade 6 students of the JPPS and short
readings in English, French and Yiddish.
The Montreal Holocaust Museum was
represented in the 38th annual Christian
Commemoration of the Shoah of the
Christian-Jewish Dialogue of Montreal,
where Holocaust survivor Eva Kuper
shared her experiences during the war.
The Museum also participated in the
national Yom Hashoah commemoration
organized by the Canadian Society of Yad
Vashem in Ottawa. Survivor Speaker Leslie
Vertes addressed the audience and Survivor
Speaker Paula Bultz was one of the candle
lighters at the commemoration.
A commemoration guide was developed by
the Museum to accompany our travelling
exhibit on Holocaust history. It will serve
teachers, students, and communities across
Canada.

IN MEMORY OF
THE ORAL HISTORY PROJECT PARTICIPANTS WHO PASSED AWAY LAST YEAR

From left to right: Helene Alt, Eva Bass, Gertrude
Birchwood, Leon Calderon, Norma (Naomi)
Celemenski, Mania Margaret Davidovics,
Sasha Friedenstein, Max Fronenberg, Malvina
Gold, Lucy Goldberg, Jacob Gutman, Sheva

Honig, George Karlin, Suzana Kohn, Madzia
Krymalowski, Teddy Kutscher, Pola Ostrowski,
Helene Rubinsky, Maurice Shenkier, Olga Sher,
Leon David Szporer, Ethel Wahler, Esther Yaros.

ORAL HISTORY
14 NEW INTERVIEWS WERE FILMED THIS YEAR

SURVIVOR T ESTIMONY
In 2016-2017 the survivor speakers of
the Museum reached over 13,000 people
through live testimony. They spoke of their
personal stories through 300 presentations,
largely following a Museum visit. However,
close to 3,500 people listened to a testimony
beyond our walls, in schools, churches and
community venues. We organized several
open houses either with survivor round

over 13,000 people met a
Holocaust survivor and heard their
story
tables, where interested audiences could
speak with survivors in an informal setting,
or with survivor presentations at announced
times. Despite the aging survivor community
a few new speakers got involved, among
them, the youngest survivor of Auschwitz,
who was born in the camp a month before
its liberation. The commitment of survivor
speakers is remarkable, as the Museum
reached 13.4% more Quebecers, through
their testeimony,than last year.
ORAL HISTORY C OLLECTION
To date the Montreal Holocaust Museum has
over 800 oral histories of Montreal survivors
in its archival collection. In 2016-2017, 14 new
recordings were produced by our volunteers in

English and French. The Montreal Holocaust
Museum completed a three-year partnership
with the USC Shoah Foundation and the
Toronto Neuberger Holocaust Education
Centre. We thus assured that 1,250 videos
of survivor testimony from across Canada
are accessible in cities nationwide. Our
leadership in this work guarantees the
perpetual preservation and use of these oral
histories which continue to have meaning
for all audiences. Clips made from these
interviews are used in the films throughout
the Museum's permanent exhibition, in our
temporary, virtual and traveling exhibits,
on our website and in our educational
tools. This year the Museum was involved
in several projects using oral history. We
have developed an educational website,
Holocaust Life Stories which showcases oral
history clips from a pan-Canadian collection,
to help educators teach the Holocaust with
first person survivor stories. We have also
produced clips for the travelling exhibit And
in 1948 I came to Canada: The Holocaust in
Six Dates to illustrate various themes from
the Holocaust to survivors’ immigration and
settlement in Canada.

HUMAN RIGHTS
LEARNING FROM THE PAST AND TAKING ACTION TODAY

A

s we work to assure the ongoing
relevance of Holocaust education and
remembrance, the Museum has a moral
obligation to help the general public reflect
upon, and combat contemporary forms of
human rights abuses.
THE MUSEUM TAKES PUBLIC POSITION

Several current issues, relevant to the
legacy of the Holocaust, were unfortunately
significant to Quebec and Canadian society
this year. The Museum thus took position on
the refugee crisis, which continues to affect
millions, and organised events to sensitise the
public to antisemitism, racism and xenophobia.
Following the January 29th murder of six men
at prayer in a Quebec mosque, we issued a
statement condemning the attack, reiterating
the need to reinforce freedom of religious
expression and to remain vigilant in the face
of prejudice, antisemitism and islamophobia.
EVENTS
Our commitment to the prevention of
racism, hate and indifference, guides our
events highlighting contemporary human
rights issues. For many of these activities,
the Museum has benefitted from the
extraordinary and active participation of the
Human Rights Committee, composed of
young adults. It reflects Montreal’s diversity.
On International Women’s Day, a round
table discussion about Missing and Murdered

Indigenous Women and Girls was organized
in collaboration with Quebec Native Women,
Women in International Security Canada, the
McGill University Faculty of Law Indigenous
Law Association and its Centre for Human
Rights and Legal Pluralism. During Action
Week against Racism, 50 people attended
a round table discussion and film screening
about systemic racism.
The Museum has continued its involvement
in the Alliance for Genocide Awareness and
Remembrance. In honour of the International
Day for the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide, and that of the adoption
of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, we hosted an event about countries
at risk of genocide and the consequences
on forced migration. The panel discussion
featured the award winning BBC film, Exodus ,
and presentations by Denise Otis, Legal
Counsel, United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees and Michael Petrou, journalist,
author and fellow at the Montreal Institute for
Genocide and Human Rights Studies.
In May, the Museum participated in the
March for Humanity and Against Genocide,
which mobilized thousands of people of all
communities.

VOLUNTEERS

O

ur team of volunteers, the Montreal
Holocaust Museum’s members, ensure
the organisation’s growth and contribute to the
cause of Holocaust remembrance, education
and promotion of human rights issues today. The
impact of our programs would not be possible
without their support. This year witnesses and
survivors of the Holocaust were able to reach
over 13,000 residents of Montreal, despite
their age. More than half of the school groups
participated in visits led by our volunteer guides,
who have devoted themselves to educating
future generations. Our volunteers of all ages and
backgrounds are also involved in museum and
human rights committees. Furthermore, they
offer help in archiving documents, organizing
cultural and educational activities, and ensuring
the success of our fundraising campaigns. The
enormous task of branding and redesigning the
website was also largely inﬂuenced by our talented
marketing volunteers. It is the diversity of their
talents that makes it possible for us to reach and
engage with a constantly expanding public.
The Museum and the community count on their
commitment and expertise. Dear volunteers, it
is because of your efforts that the last year has
been so successful. Thank you.

PARTNERS
OVER 30 PARTNERSHIPS THIS YEAR

organisations and universities, to collaborations
with museums for loans of objects and shared
expertise, as well as university research alliances,
and synergy on pan-Canadian projects, increased
the Museum’s inﬂuence.

T

he Museum has developed a myriad of
networks and partnerships which signiﬁcantly
contribute to the success of our initiatives and our
outreach. This year, over thirty such partnerships,
ranging from joint events with grassroots

As an example, the Oral History project, led
by the Museum, brought together the Toronto
Holocaust Education Centre, the USC Shoah
Foundation, Calgary Jewish Federation, the Alex
Dworkin Canadian Jewish Archives, the Concordia
University Centre for Oral History and Digital
Storytelling, the Freeman Family Holocaust
Education Centre Foundation, the Jewish
Archives and Historical Society of Edmonton
and Northern Alberta, Living Testimonies at
McGill University, the Ottawa Jewish Archives,
and teachers’ associations In several provinces.
Our participation in the International Holocaust
Remembrance Alliance, as part of the Canadian
delegation, made it possible for us to contribute
our Holocaust education and human rights
knowledge and learn from renowned experts at
an international level. A new partnership with
Université de Sherbrooke, Université du Québec
à Trois Rivières, McGill University and Bronfman
Jewish Education Council allows us to evaluate
and eventually improve Holocaust education
in Jewish day schools. We are active leaders In
the Société des musées du Québec, sharing
knowhow in digital technology, and serving on
the Executive. These are but a few examples of
the strength of partnership at the Museum and
its contribution to our outreach efforts.
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